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Today I want to look at the rituals involved in initiation into Freemasonry to show how they 

affect us and how these effects can be reversed.   

We usually go through the different steps in the ceremony and repent and renounce the 

symbols, but do not look at the effect they have on the entire person.  

When you look at the symbolism of each step, what you see is a well thought out and 

thorough system designed to capture the spirit, soul and body of a person as well as to gain 

control of their identity, destiny and value. 

Each step of the ceremony requires the person to relinquish part of who they are to 

Freemasonry. 

Repenting and renouncing does not restore what was lost in the ceremony.  

Reclaiming what was relinquished allows a person to submit to God and resist the devil more 

effectively. 

Effect on Identity, Worth and Destiny 

1. Removal Of Clothing. 

Clothing is linked to identity.  The person is stripped of their identity and given a new identity - 

pajamas. 

Not for going out, passive, sleep 

Later, they are given garments which identify them as Masons. 

2. Removal Of All Valuables – money, keys, rings and other jewelry. 

These have to do with a person’s value, both personal and material.  Their God given intrinsic 

worth and value as a person is lost.  Their personal value now comes from how valuable they 

are to Freemasonry.  
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3.   Slipshod Slipper & Checkerboard.   

The right foot has a slipper put on it, designed to make their walk slippery. Their path is not 

clear, but a mixture of darkness and light. Their ability to find the path for their life and fulfill 

their destiny becomes uncertain.  

Effect on Soul 

4. Hoodwink – Head is covered, intellect, mind is surrendered to Freemasonry 

5. Cable Tow – Person is bound and led by someone else, free will is surrendered to 

Freemasonry  

6. Dagger To Left Breast – Heart, seat of emotion is exposed and submitted to 

Freemasonry. 

All elements of the soul, the mind, emotion and will are all surrendered to Freemasonry. 

Effects on the Body 

7. Vows And Oaths Curses Spoken Against The Body. All internal organs   endocrine and 

immune systems the reproductive system the eyes, brain, ears and tongue all extremities. 

Effect on the Spirit 

8. Seeking The Light Of Freemasonry 

This statement submits the spirit of the person to the deception of Freemasonry.  Spiritual 

discernment is lost.  A spirit that opposes the Holy Spirit is given preeminence. The person is 

captured in false worship and is deceived into believing that it is worship of the true God. 

The stated purpose of the first degrees is to conceal the “higher truths” from initiates.  Not 

until they have gone further are they introduced to worship of Greek, Hindu, Norse and 

Egyptian gods.  By committing their spirit to the light of Freemasonry, they have committed to 

all of this.  

Effects on Health 

God has pronounced judgments against those who worship the gods of Egypt.  The whole 

issue of Israel in Egypt was worship.  The plagues were all to show the superiority of the God 

of Israel over the gods of Egypt. At Passover, the Lord said for them to separate themselves 

from the gods of Egypt. The sign of this was the blood of the lamb on the doorposts and lintel.  

It says that when Israel left Egypt that night, there was not one feeble or sick among them.   



After they crossed the Red Sea, the Lord promised them that if they did not return to 

worshipping the gods of Egypt, that none of the diseases of Egypt would come on them.   

The converse is also true. If you worship the gods of Egypt, you will get the diseases of Egypt. 

Egypt had every kind of disease known.  One of the reasons they were so advanced in 

medicine was that they had so many diseases.   

In Freemasonry, you are involved in direct worship of the gods of Egypt, so in addition to all 

the things you pronounce on yourself, you also get what God has pronounced on you, all the 

diseases of Egypt.  

Freedom from Freemasonry 

Often we break outward forms, but not the reality behind them. We repent of and renounce 

the hoodwink, but do not reclaim our intellect. We renounce the cable tow, but do not reclaim 

our will.  

It is very effective to go to each area that has been affected and deal with the reality of what 

has been done through the ceremony. 

Once we have repented of and renounced what was done, then the body, soul and spirit can 

be reclaimed. 

Until we reclaim what was lost, we cannot fully submit it to God. Once we are fully submitted 

to God, we can fully resist the devil. Ministering this revelation has produced wonderful results 

in both healing and inner healing. 

Most people struggle with the issues of identity, value and destiny. When these are defined 

and determined by the structure of Freemasonry, a person is bound to the identity, value and 

worth assigned to them by Freemasonry.  

Reclaiming the identity that God created has set many people free from feeling like they are a 

cog in a wheel or a pawn in someone else’s game.  

Reclaiming personal value has set people free from feeling pressured to earn or prove their 

worth.  

Reclaiming God ordained destiny has given many, confidence to pursue the call of God on their 

lives. 

All of these work together to produce a person who lives in the knowledge that they are loved, 

valued and have a purpose in life.  



The devil will take whatever he is allowed to take.  We have seen that once people understand 

what has happened to them and reclaim what was abdicated, they are excited to be able to 

resist the devil and to possess their own vessel. 

As they recover their souls, they have increased discernment to hear God and to recognize 

error. We have seen people set free from tormenting thoughts and self-rejection. People have 

also sensed that they are free to be who God created them to be. 

Many have come for ministry - who have prayed to break the power of Freemasonry from 

their lives but have not experienced the full release they expected. This ministry has taken 

them a step further in personal restoration and confidence to resist the Devil. 

 


